Fueling your security operations with the highest-grade intelligence is essential to having a strong security posture. At LookingGlass™, we believe that the highest quality data is essential to navigate your security terrain. Our intelligent Automated Data Services (ADS) deliver clean, deep, and broad fuel that is relevant to your industry.

**Clean - Reduce the noise your analysts face**

Not all data is created equal, so collecting data for the sake of having it, is counterproductive. Our intelligent algorithms qualify the data, lowering false positives to near zero, making the data more valuable to you. You can be confident that LookingGlass intelligence being delivered to your analysts isn’t wasting their time.

**Depth & Breadth - Insight a mile wide and a mile deep**

Reaching the depths of the Internet is a complex problem requiring security experts and advanced tools - integrated to bridge the gap between data and intelligence. LookingGlass provides insight across the entire Internet terrain (surface, social, and Deep and Dark Web).

**Relevant - Make It About You**

Data is exponentially more valuable when it is relevant to your organization. ADS provides company information specific to industries, geography, or organizations, etc. thus increasing the productivity of your business.
LookingGlass delivers unified threat protection against sophisticated cyber attacks for global enterprises and government agencies. Its comprehensive portfolio of managed services, threat platforms, machine-readable feeds, and automated threat response products – all supported by a global team of intelligence analysts – provides unprecedented visibility, response, and management of digital business risks. Prioritized, timely, and relevant cyber threat intelligence insights enable customers to take action across the different stages of the attack life cycle. Organizations of any size and level of security operations maturity leverage our 20+ years of tradecraft and investment in scalable, innovative solutions to protect their most valuable assets – brand, employees, customers, networks, and facilities.

Learn more at http://www.LookingGlassCyber.com